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Egypt’s first pre-merger control regime was officially promulgated by law no. 175 of 2022 (the “Law”). Said Law amended Egyptian Competition Law No. 3 of 2005, granting the Egyptian Competition Authority (the “ECA”) the power to review and approve transactions that meet certain criteria. Our previous publication, available here, offers a simplified, accessible insight into the Law. 




The enforcement of this regime was pending the issuance of the corresponding amendments to the Executive Regulations of the Competition Law. On 4 April 2024, Prime Minister Decree No. 1120 of 2024 introduced the long-awaited amendments (“ER Amendments”), which will enter into force as of 1 June 2024. 




The ER Amendments provide technical insights and clarifications on the criteria and parameters for applying the pre-merger control regime, the material elements of which are tackled below.









The Letter of the Amendment




The pre-merger control regime is triggered if the transaction falls within the economic concentration (“EC”) definition and satisfies certain financial thresholds. The ER Amendments offer specific criteria regarding the definition of ECs and clarify the method of calculating the financial thresholds as follows:




A. Definition of Economic Concentrations




Briefly, ECs are defined by the Law as any change of control or material influence in a person(s) as a result of a merger, acquisition, or the establishment of a joint venture. 




While a change of control is broadly defined in the Law as the ability of a person, or persons, to exercise effective influence (directly or indirectly) over another person by orienting said person’s economic decisions, the ER Amendments offer a detailed definition of material influence. 




Material influence is the ability to influence (directly or indirectly) another person’s policies, such as strategic policies and commercial objectives. Said material influence is attained specifically when any of the following conditions are met: 




	possessing 25% (twenty-five per cent) or more of the total voting rights, quotas, or shares of another person’s capital; 


	possessing less than 25% (twenty-five per cent) of the total voting rights, quotas, or shares of another person’s capital when combined with other factors that enable impacting said person’s policies, namely: 
	the ratio of voting rights owned by the possessor in comparison to the remaining voting rights;
	the existence of any provisions in the articles of association, the shareholders’ agreement, or other documents granting the possessor certain privileges such as preferential voting rights or veto powers;
	the presence of mutual stakeholders between the possessor and the acquired entity; and/or
	the presence of  1 (one) or more representatives of the possessor on the board of directors of the acquired entity. 





	material influence is not achieved by possessing less than 10% (ten per cent) of the total voting rights, quotas, or shares in another entity unless the possessor ranks among the 3 (three) major stakeholders in the said entity.






B. Financial Thresholds Calculation





The Law sets out financial thresholds that trigger a pre-merger approval obligation if reached by the EC. These thresholds concern the achieved turnover or consolidated assets of the entities that are part of the EC. The ER Amendments define such entities as any natural or juristic person, economic entities, unions and the like participating in the EC and the related parties of said persons (i.e., subsidiaries, parent companies, and sister companies).  




The thresholds range from EGP 900,000,000 (nine hundred million Egyptian pounds) to EGP 7,500,000,000 (seven billion five hundred million Egyptian pounds) depending on the transaction at hand (as further elaborated in our previous publication, available here).




The achieved annual turnover or consolidated assets are calculated by adding the value of the achieved annual turnover or consolidated assets in the previous year as stated in the latest audited consolidated financial statements for the persons involved in the EC, excluding the sellers, in case of their full exit from the target entity following the implementation of the EC. 




In case the achieved annual turnover or consolidated assets from the previous year are denominated in a foreign currency, they shall be converted to Egyptian pounds based on the official exchange rate for foreign currencies as announced by the Central Bank of Egypt on the final day of the financial year of the persons involved in the EC.




In this regard, it is worth noting that the ECA reserves the right to examine any EC which – despite not meeting the aforementioned thresholds – is suspected of having a material detrimental impact on the relevant market within 1 (one) year as of the establishment/execution thereof.









Who Should Submit the Filing to the ECA?




	The acquiring person or persons in the event of an acquisition;
	the merging persons in the event of a merger; and
	the persons establishing a joint venture.





In consideration for examining ECs notification files, the ECA is entitled to a fee ranging between EGP 80,000 (eighty thousand Egyptian pounds) and EGP 100,000 (one hundred thousand Egyptian Pounds), determined based on the annual turnover or the consolidated assets.









EC Subject to the Supervision of FRA




ECs involving activities regulated by the Financial Regulatory Authority (the “FRA”) are subject to a distinct clearance procedure. Notification to the FRA is mandatory prior to entering into any agreements pertaining to the EC. Subsequently, the FRA consults with the ECA before granting clearance for the notified ECs. 









What’s Next?




The ECA is anticipated to issue the application template and filing guidelines to initiate the implementation of the pre-merger control regime.









Introduction

Law no.143 of 1981 concerning desert lands (the “Desert Lands Law”) has long regulated land ownership in Egypt, imposing strict restrictions on foreign investors seeking to acquire desert lands. However, in a recent legislative development, the Egyptian government has issued on 24-2-2024 law no. 11 of 2024 (the “New Desert Lands Law”), amending specific key provisions of the Desert Lands Law. These amendments significantly benefit foreign investors, simplifying the investment process and encouraging foreign direct investment by exempting investors from certain ownership restrictions. 









Overview

In a significant legislative development, Egypt has recently issued the New Desert Lands Law, which abolished local ownership requirements for land allocation to foreign investors for investment purposes under investment law no. 72 of 2017 (the “Investment Law”). Further, the New Desert Lands Law has introduced new exceptions for nationals of Arab countries and increased the percentage of ownership that individuals can hold in companies owning desert lands. 




This legislative update reflects a continued effort to simplify foreign investment in Egypt’s real estate sector.









Key Provisions of the New Deserts Land Law




	Amendment of Egyptian Ownership Restrictions:





Article 11 of the New Deserts Lands Law exempts land allocation to investors for investment purposes under the Investment Law from certain restrictions previously found in the Desert Lands Law. These restrictions require Egyptian ownership to constitute at least 51% (fifty-one per cent) of the company’s capital. In other words, it is permissible for foreign investors to own desert lands in Egypt for investment purposes even if there is no Egyptian participation in the company. However, the new amendment upholds the requirement for Egyptians to hold 51% (fifty-one per cent) of the capital of companies owning desert lands for any activity that does not fall within the scope of the Investment Law. 




	Exception for Nationals of Arab Countries: 





The New Deserts Lands Law provides increased flexibility for Arab national investors. In case an Arab national investor cannot obtain desert land in accordance with Article 11, Article 12 grants the President the right to issue a decree, after the Cabinet’s approval, allowing the treatment of the said Arab national as an Egyptian for desert land ownership. This provision in Article 12 demonstrates the government’s commitment to attracting foreign investment and enhances the appeal of Egypt’s desert lands to potential investors.




	Adjustment of Individual Ownership:





The New Deserts Lands Law introduces a significant change, increasing the maximum percentage of individual ownership in the capital of a company owning desert land from 5% (five per cent) to 20% (twenty per cent). This change means that individuals are now permitted to own a larger share of the company’s capital than previously allowed, opening new opportunities for individual investors.




These amendments mark a significant shift in Egypt’s land ownership regulations, aiming to enhance investment opportunities and promote economic growth in the country’s real estate sector. 









The contributors to this article are Fadila Abdelaziz, Counsel, and Sara El Sawy, Junior Associate.




We are pleased to announce that the firm's Corporate, Commercial, and M&A practice area has secured Tier 1 ranking for the third consecutive year in The Legal 500 EMEA 2024 edition.




The firm has also been ranked in six additional practice areas: Banking & Finance, Dispute Resolution: Litigation, TMT, Projects & Infrastructure, Employment, and Energy.




Furthermore, we are delighted to highlight the recognition of our leadership members in their respective fields:
- Dispute Resolution: Litigation:
Leading Individual: Osman Mowafy




- Banking & Finance:
Leading Individual: Hossam Gramon




- Corporate, Commercial, and M&A:
Leading Individual: Mohamed Abdelgawad




- Employment:
Next Generation Partner: Alia Monieb




We extend our gratitude to our clients for their continued trust and congratulate our dedicated team.




To view our complete rankings, client testimonials, and more, visit.




We advised Parkville Pharmaceutical on a significant minority investment from Admaius Capital Partners (Admaius).

The strategic partnership will assist in Parkville Pharmaceutical's regional expansion, leveraging Admaius' network and expertise across Africa.

Our team was led by Partners Ragy Soliman and Ahmed Abdelgawad, and Dina Sherif, Counsel, assisted by Yomna Taha, Managing Associate, and Mariam Choukri Fayek, Associate.

Congratulations to Dr. Mahmoud Farrag and Dr. Sherif Bassiouny, founders of Parkville Pharmaceutical, on this achievement.

Always a pleasure to work alongside our colleagues Moustafa El-Shenety, Omar Zakaria Gad, Mariam S. AbdelAal, MA, Ahmed Maharem, and Rani Mikhail from Zilla Capital, the financial advisors to Parkville Pharmaceuticals, Van Campen Liem, who handled the Dutch-related matters of the transaction, and Salma El Refaie from Matouk Bassiouny, the legal advisors to Admaius.

For more information, check out جريدة المال coverage here.


Given the current economic and pricing fluctuations, it is crucial to be aware of the recent legislative changes that have significantly impacted strategic goods trading in Egypt. Cabinet decree no. 5000 of 2023 (the “Strategic Products Decree”) and Ministry of Supply and Internal Trade (the “Ministry”) decree no. 200 of 2023 (the “Trading in Strategic Products Decree”) have introduced stringent measures to regulate the production, importation, manufacturing, packaging, and distribution of specific strategic products.




The Strategic Products Decree identifies 7 (seven) products as strategic: blended oil, fava beans, rice, milk, sugar, pasta, and white cheese. The Strategic Products Decree imposes restrictions on the sale of said strategic products, prohibiting their withholding, concealing, or refusing to sell the same in any manner. Additionally, entities in possession of such products are required to promptly notify relevant Directorates of Supply and Internal Trade regarding the type and quantities stored.




Violating the requirements stipulated under the Strategic Products Decree may result in severe penalties, including imprisonment, fines ranging from EGP 100,000 (one hundred thousand Egyptian pounds) to EGP 2,000,000 (two million Egyptian pounds), or the equivalent value of the products involved. Furthermore, violations may be subject to military court proceedings under Law No. 3 of 2024 regarding the Security and Protection of Public Facilities and Vital State Facilities.




The Trading in Strategic Products Decree was subsequently issued to set additional requirements on entities importing, producing, and packaging strategic products. Below are the key takeaways of said decree:




	Tax Invoices and Price Inscription:





Entities trading in strategic products shall issue tax sales invoices detailing product specifics. Starting 1 March 2024, entities must include a clear, permanent, and non-erasable inscription of the product’s maximum final consumer selling price in Arabic.




	Monthly Reporting and Immediate Notifications: 





Entities subject to the Trading in Strategic Products Decree must submit detailed monthly reports to the Ministrycovering various aspects of their products, including, inter alia, product description, production date, maximum final consumer selling price, and production quantity. In case of changes to the maximum final consumer selling price, immediate notification to the Ministry is also required.




Failure to comply may result in penalties akin to those outlined in the Strategic Products Decree and the Consumer Protection Law No. 181 of 2018, which encompass imprisonment, fines, and the confiscation of products subject to violation.




Further, a recent Ministerial Instruction has been issued requiring specific timeframes for storing strategic products. These include sugar, milk, cheese, and pasta for no longer than 3 (three) months; oils for no longer than 6 (six) months; beans, lentils, and rice for no longer than 2 (two) months. 




The practical implementation of said decrees and the Ministerial Instruction remains to be seen.




If you require any further clarification or assistance on strategic products decrees, please do not hesitate to our retail, e-commerce and logistics team, Mennatullah Sultan, Senior Associate, Associates, Nourhan Hatem and Karim Manadelo, and Heba Aboslima, Junior Associate.


On 10 January 2024, the Ministry of Transport issued Decree No. 654 of 2023, regulating the land transport of goods and freight-forwarding using information technology, domestically and internationally.




Mirroring the impact of the Ride-Hailing Law No. 87 of 2018, which streamlined the operations of industry giants like Uber and Careem, the Land Transport Regulatory Authority Regulations (“LTRA Regulations”) are intended to regulatethe logistics landscape. Key highlights under the LTRA Regulations include, for example:




	Focus on Information Technology: special emphasis is placed on integrating information technology into logistics operations, covering e-market management for shipping services, transport delivery, and participatory shipping service activities.
	Mandatory Licensing: the relevant entities must obtain licensing to operate within the sector, ensuring compliance with the newly established standards.
	Transportation Document Requirements: each shipment must be accompanied by a Transportation Document issued by either the Transporter or the Freight Forwarder, and a fee to be paid to the LTRA per Transportation Document.
	Negotiated Coordination: a new provision facilitates negotiations between the LTRA and companies seeking licensure, allowing flexibility in meeting the sector’s diverse needs.





Introducing the LTRA Regulations aims to raise operational standards and promote compliance. Businesses, especially those operating in e-commerce and logistics, are advised to consider the implications of these regulations. This involves assessing what the “use of information technology” means, how it may apply to your business model and how you may need to align your operations with the new requirements.




If you require any further clarification or assistance on the LTRA Regulations, please do not hesitate to our retail, e-commerce and logistics team, Mennatullah Sultan, Senior Associate, and Associates, Nourhan Hatem and  Karim Manadelo.


We are thrilled to announce that ADSERO has won the Litigation Law Firm of the Year in Egypt by Chambers and Partners  Middle East Awards 2024.

This prestigious award is a testament to our team's hard work and commitment to providing our clients with unparalleled legal services.

We sincerely thank our clients for their ongoing support and positive feedback.

Congratulations to our dedicated litigation team on this achievement and many more successes ahead!
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 We are delighted to announce that our client, the Ministry of Finance | Egypt ("MOF"), has been awarded the "Sukuk Deal of the Year" for its establishment of the first Sovereign Sukuk program of USD 5 BN from the GFC Media Group Bonds, Loans & ESG Capital Markets Africa 2024 awards.




Our team was led by Partners Hossam Gramon and Malak Khalil, assisted by Karima Seyam, Senior Associate, Associates; Aya Badr, Mohamed Elshenawy, Dina Sharshar, and Sadeem Abdelsalam, and Junior Associates, Hana Raouf, and Yosr Allam, with the support of Ehab Fedaa, Partner.




We had the pleasure of working alongside our distinguished colleagues at Clifford Chance, who acted as the international legal counsel to the MOF.




Zaki Hashem, Attorneys at Law acted as the local counsel, and Linklaters acted as the international counsel to the arrangers.




Congratulations to all the talented teams on successfully executing this groundbreaking deal.




For more information, you can check GFC Media Group presents Bonds & Loans coverage here.
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We are delighted to announce that ADSERO has once again been recognised by the Chambers and Partners Global Guide 2024.




These rankings affirm our commitment to providing exceptional client services and upholding the highest standards of excellence.




A heartfelt congratulations to our ranked Partners and dedicated team members whose efforts have led to this well-deserved recognition.




To view our full rankings, click here.




C&P Rankings 2024Download


We are proud to announce that our client, Ministry of Finance | Egypt ("MOF"), has been awarded the “Sovereign, Supra & Agency Bond Deal of the Year” for its establishment in the first-ever issuance of RMB-denominated bonds ("Panda Bonds") in the Chinese market at 3.5 billion Renminbi, equivalent to approximately USD 500 million from the GFC Media Group Bonds, Loans & ESG Capital Markets Africa 2024 awards.
 
Our team was led by Hossam Gramon, Partner and Head of Banking & Project Finance, Karima Seyam, Senior Associate, Aya Badr, Associate and Yosr Allam, Junior Associate.
 
We are delighted to have worked alongside our esteemed colleagues from Fangda Partners, who acted as the Local Chinese Counsel to the MOF, and Dechert LLP, who acted as the International Counsel to the MOF.
 
Congratulations to the MOF and to all parties involved in this historical transaction!
 
For more information, you can check GFC Media Group presents Bonds & Loans coverage here.


Following our recent publication on the Green Hydrogen Projects draft law, we are pleased to share its official approval. 
 
Discover the latest legal insights as Egypt paves the way for a sustainable future, offering incentives for Green Hydrogen Projects.
 
Our article outlines the law's intricacies, highlighting Egypt's commitment to eco-friendly growth, reduced carbon footprint, and economic progress. 
 
For more details, click on the attachment below.





The contributors to this article are:
- Malak Khalil, Partner and Head of EENR
- Radwa Elderwy, Managing Associate
- Dina Sharshar, Associate
- Khaled Abdelrahman, Junior Associate




Law No.2:2024 Investment Incentives Green Hydro Projects PDFDownload


We are proud to have been awarded the “Egypt Deal of the Year” from Islamic Finance News (IFN), one of the most coveted honours in the global Islamic finance and banking industry. The award recognises our work as the lead Egyptian counsel to the Ministry of Finance | Egypt (MOF) in establishing the first Sovereign Sukuk program of USD 5 BN.
 
The ADSERO team was led by Partners Hossam Gramon, Malak Khalil, and Ehab Fedaa, assisted by Associates Aya Badr, Dina Sharshar, Hussien Moustafa, Malak El Alfi, Mohamed Elshenawy, Sadeem Abdelsalam, and Yosr Allam, and, Hana Raouf, Junior Associate.




Congratulations to the seasoned teams at Clifford Chance, who acted as the international counsel to the MOF, as well as Zaki Hashem, Attorneys at Law and Linklaters, who represented the joint lead managers.
 
We had the pleasure of working with our distinguished colleagues from ADIB - Abu Dhabi Islamic Bank, Citi, Groupe Crédit Agricole, Emirates NBD, First Abu Dhabi Bank (FAB) and HSBC, the joint lead managers.
 
Special thanks to the MOF and to all parties involved in this historical transaction! 
 
We also extend our warmest congratulations to all other winners and nominees.




For more information on this award-winning project, please click here.


Introduction




In light of the anticipated issuance of the new Egyptian labour law, complementary and related laws are also expected to undergo changes.




In this respect, last December, law no. 186 of 2023 (the “Law”) was issued with the primary objective of amending specific penalties outlined in Child Law No. 12 of 1996 (the “Child Law”) and introducing a new provision.









Overview




First and foremost, the Law has added a new provision, namely Article 72 bis, which grants female employees in the government, public sector, business public sector, and private sector the same rights as provided in Articles 71 and 72 (nursing breaks and childcare leave) if they have custody or guardianship of a child under 6 (six) months. These rights are subject to the provisions of the executive regulations of the Child Law.




Additionally, the Law has amended several penalties within the Child Law, mainly increasing the monetary fines.




It is crucial to highlight one such amendment, wherein the penalty for negligence while supervising a child, resulting in their endangerment, may now, alternatively, be imposed through enrolling the violator in a rehabilitation program lasting no longer than 6 (six) months by virtue of a court ruling instead of through imprisonment or monetary fines.




The programs will be determined by a decree issued by the competent Minister of Social Affairs in collaboration with the National Council for Women and the National Council for Childhood and Motherhood.




Furthermore, the court will monitor the violator through monthly reports the entity overseeing the rehabilitation programs submits. The court will then decide on the completion of the program, its replacement, or the enforcement of the penalty.









Our Take




It is encouraging to witness initiatives prioritising rehabilitation as a form of deterrence, in addition to or in lieu of traditional penalties. Such approaches may inspire other stakeholders to focus on and contribute to improving these programs.

Introduction

On 17 May 2023, the Cabinet of Ministers approved the anticipated package of incentives for green hydrogen and derivative projects established in Egypt. Earlier this year, the draft law regarding investment incentives for green hydrogen projects (the “Draft Law”) was finally approved by Parliament, and it is expected to be enacted into law soon.

Green hydrogen is part of Egypt’s plan to promote sustainable social and economic development and reduce carbon emissions. In 2022, several decrees, including Cabinet Decrees No. 20, 981, and 983, were issued, recognising and granting incentives for producing, storing, and exporting green hydrogen, aligning with the state’s economic development strategy and investment law. In light of those decrees, the Draft Law that Parliament approved tackled the incentives and guarantees for green hydrogen production projects and their derivatives to create an attractive investment environment for investors, enabling them to accelerate the implementation of their projects inside Egypt.

The Draft Law aligns with the Egyptian Constitution regarding economic objectives, including achieving economic development, creating job opportunities, and reducing the unemployment rate. It includes other objectives such as encouraging investment, creating a conducive atmosphere for investment, expanding production, and promoting exportation. The development of green hydrogen projects aims to enhance private sector participation in serving society and the national economy. The Draft Law’s key provisions are detailed across seven articles, which will be presented below:

 

Key Provisions

Article One covers definitions.

Article Two specifies the scope of the law’s application to projects for producing green hydrogen and its derivatives and that such projects must have agreements concluded within 5 (five) years from the law’s implementation date. These projects include factories to produce green hydrogen and its derivatives, water desalination plants, electric power production plants from renewable energy sources, projects limited to transporting, storing, or distributing green hydrogen and its derivatives, and projects directly involved in manufacturing or production equipment necessary for green hydrogen production and their derivatives.

Article Three clarifies some of the requirements for establishing the project company (i.e., Special Purpose Vehicle (“SPV”)), the governing laws, and the maximum duration of the project agreements. The article also included a condition, which is to conclude project expansion agreements within 7 (seven) years from the date of the start of commercial operation of the project.

Article Four provides numerous tax incentives to green hydrogen production projects and their derivatives. Key incentives include a cash investment incentive known as the ‘Green Hydrogen Incentive,’ valued at no less than 33% (thirty-three per cent) and no more than 55% (fifty-five per cent) of the tax paid upon declaring the income generated from initiating activities in the project or its expansions. These incentives also involve VAT exemption on equipment, tools, machines, devices, raw materials, supplies, and transportation (excluding passenger cars). Furthermore, the VAT rate for exports of green hydrogen projects and their derivatives is set at 0% (zero per cent). The article outlines exemptions from real estate tax for properties actively utilised in these projects, as well as a waiver of stamp tax, documentation and registration fees related to the company’s article of association, credit facility and mortgage contracts, land registration contracts necessary for establishing green hydrogen projects and their derivatives, and customs tax exemption on all imports essential for these projects, excluding passenger cars.

Article Five grants non-tax incentives to such projects, the most important of which are: the SPV obtaining a single approval (Golden License) detailed under the provisions of Investment Law No. 72 of 2017 allowing the SPV to import, on its own or through others raw materials, production requirements, machines, spare parts, and means of transportation for its establishment, expansion, or operation without the need for a license and without the need to be registered in the importers’ register. Incentives also included allowing the SPV, during the first 10 (ten) years from the date of signing the project agreements, to hire foreign workers up to 30% (thirty per cent) of the total project workforce. It permits the establishment of special customs zones for the project’s exports or imports in accordance with the Minister of Finance. Additionally, the Draft Law grants a 30% (thirty per cent) reduction in fees related to the use of maritime ports and maritime transport services in Egyptian ports, a 25% (twenty-five per cent) reduction in fees for the right to use the industrial land allocated for the establishment of green hydrogen production factories and its derivatives and a 20% (twenty per cent) reduction in fees for storing facilities in ports. The licenses required for implementing green hydrogen production projects and their derivatives should have the same duration as the usufruct right to the land.

Article Six highlights several conditions to grant incentives to green hydrogen projects, their derivatives, and expansion projects under the law, including (1) initiating commercial operation of the project within five years from the date of concluding the project agreements, (2) financing the project depends on foreign currency from international project financiers, constituting at least 70% (seventy per cent) of the investment cost, and (3) using national components whenever available in the local market constituting at least 20% (twenty per cent) of the project components. The article also emphasises the project’s contribution to transferring and localising technology and a commitment to developing and implementing training programs for Egyptian workers.

Article Seven states that the competent minister or their authorized representative will issue the required certificate to benefit from the incentives in this Draft Law. This certificate is considered final and effective on its own without the need for the approval of other authorities, and all authorities must act in accordance with it and abide by the data contained therein.










We advised Akh Gold Limited on its two exploration licenses awarded by the Egyptian Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral Resources and the Egyptian Mineral Resources Authority following the international bid round 1/2020 second round for Gold and Associated Minerals.

Our team was led by Partners Ragy Soliman, Malak Khalil, and Sadeem Abdelsalam, Associate.

Congratulations to Akh Gold on this new milestone.

For more information, click here
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